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Introduction: Resection of manubrium or body of the sternum is associated with a necessity 

of chest wall reconstruction. Large sternal defects require the use of different types of implants 

to ensure acceptable esthetic effect for the patient and chest stabilization.

Aim: The purpose of this case report is to present a novel method of reconstruction of manu-

brium removed due to renal cancer metastasis to the sternum.

Case: We present the case of a patient, who had underwent right nephrectomy for clear cell 

kidney cancer, diagnosed with a metastatic tumor in the sternum resulting in destruction of 

manubrium. The patient undergone tumor resection with primary reconstruction with an indi-

vidual prosthesis. Sternal defect was filled with a personalized, computed tomography scan-based 

3D-milled implant made of polyethylene.

Results: Sternal reconstruction was uneventful. The patient endured surgery well, and has been 

under surveillance in outpatient clinic, without any respiration disorders, implant movement 

or local recurrence.

Conclusion: Custom-designed sternal implants created by 3D technique constitute an interesting 

alternative for previous methods of filling defects after resection of a tumor in this location.

Keywords: 3D-milled implant, thoracoplasty, reconstructive surgery, chest reconstruction, 

sternal metastasis, sternal implant, sternal tumor

Introduction
Primary malignant and benign neoplasms, metastatic neoplasms and rarely congenital 

and acquired deformations can be indications for sternum resection. The skeletal system 

constitutes the second most common location of malignant neoplasm metastases from 

other organs. Predilection for metastases formation in bones is characteristic of pulmo-

nary, prostatic and chest carcinoma, with a prevalent location in axial skeleton bones. 

It is assumed that metastatic changes in bones are found almost 100 times more often 

than primary ones. The sternum is a rare location of metastases,1 and chest carcinoma is 

considered as their main source.2 Symptoms of metastasis of tumors to the sternum are 

perceptible pathological mass in sternum projection, tenderness in the area of change 

and its deformation, pains while moving or resting and pathological fractures.1 As a 

rule, oncological history confirms a primary tumor or a surgical resection undergone 

earlier or a combined treatment. In such situation, a diagnostic examination can indi-

cate the coexistence of additional metastatic changes in other organs. If a diagnosed 

metastasis is the sole metastatic change in the body and there is a possibility of primary 

focus control, its resection, giving the chance for long-standing survival, should be 

the treatment of choice.
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Case description
In November 2015, a 52-year-old male patient with a sternal 

manubrium tumor, burdened by an extended oncological his-

tory, was admitted to the Thoracic Surgery Clinic, General 

and Oncological Clinic, Medical University of Lodz. The 

patient came to the Thoracosurgical Outpatient Clinic for the 

first time in July 2015 complaining of sternal pains. The chest 

computed tomography (CT) scan revealed a right lung tumor 

with an extensive osteolytic change involving a soft tissue 

component in sternal manubrium, slightly widening beyond the 

back contour of the sternum. In the very same CT examination, 

an additional right kidney tumor was found. Positron emission 

tomography was performed (Figure 1) which revealed meta-

bolically active changes (sternal tumor maximum standardized 

uptake value of fluorine 18 fluorodeoxyglucose =3.5, pulmo-

nary tumor maximum standardized uptake value of fluorine 18 

fluorodeoxyglucose =13.6). The patient denied other chronic 

diseases. His family history was positive as to neoplastic dis-

eases – patient’s father suffered from gastric carcinoma, and 

his grandfather from chronic myeloid leukemia. The patient 

underwent right nephrectomy in August 2015, and on the 

basis of histopathological examination, he was diagnosed with 

clear cell kidney cancer. Due to this, changes in the lungs and 

sternum were considered as metastatic. In September 2015, 

the patient was subjected to right upper lobectomy by classical 

anterior-lateral approach. Final histopathological examination, 

though, revealed squamous epithelial carcinoma of a lung. 

The situation implied that the change in the sternum can be a 

metastasis of one of the above-mentioned neoplasms. Due to 

massive bone destruction and the fact of not knowing the etiol-

ogy of the sternal tumor, the multidisciplinary oncological and 

surgical team recommended the resection of manubrium.

On 10 November 2015, resection of sternal manubrium 

was performed along with reconstruction of an individually 

dedicated implant made of high-molecular polyethylene. 

In brief, the surgical technique was as follows: The procedure 

was started with a longitudinal incision of the skin in the 

central line above the tumor. After dissection of the pectoral 

major muscle attachments, a tumor, of size 30×30 mm, was 

seen, exceeding the anterior lamina of the sternum. Costal 

cartilages I and II were dissected, and clavicles from sternal-

clavicular joints were relieved. Below the tumor, the sternum 

was dissected transversally maintaining the 3-cm margin of 

a healthy bone. The lateral side of the tumor was surrounded 

by unchanged osseous tissue. Moving from the bottom to the 

top, the manubrium together with the pathological mass was 

removed. The material was sent immediately to histopatho-

logical examination, which gave the diagnosis of metastasis 

of a clear cell carcinoma. In the place of an extensive bone 

defect of the upper sternal part, an earlier prepared dedicated 

implant of sternal manubrium made of high-molecular poly-

ethylene was placed. The shape and size of the implant were 

worked out based on a special software program including 

the data of the patient’s CT scan. Dicom files from CT data 

were used for recreating the proper sternal shape in file “.stl”, 

in “Invasalius” program.

Using SolidWorks program, solid form with “parasolisd.

xt” extension was achieved in “NX CAM” program which 

allowed for generating special codes for numerically con-

trolled milling machine. Processing tomography with con-

sideration to a planned resection range and after designer’s 

consultation with a surgeon, the final 3D implant was 

created (Figure 2). Next, using numerically controlled 

milling machine, the implant was made of certified poly-

ethylene of ultrahigh molecular mass which is rigid and 

nonabsorbable.

The patient was informed about the purpose of the study, 

and written informed consent was obtained to have the case 

Figure 1 positron emission tomography–computed tomography examination of 
metabolically active sternal tumor (white circle: maximum standardized uptake value 
of fluorine 18 fluorodeoxyglucose =3.5).

Figure 2 3D model of the implant prepared based on software program including 
the date of the patient’s computed tomography scan.
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details and any accompanying images published. The study 

protocol was approved by the Bioethical Committee of the 

Medical University of Lodz.

Due to physical properties, the implant constituted a 

perfect base for anastomosis with bone scaffolding adjacent 

to sternal defect. The implant adjusted to the defect was fixed 

to the clavicles, sternum and ribs with the help of titanium 

rib plates (Figure 3). The material was prepared 7 days 

before the operation and subjected to sterilization. The size 

of the implant was slightly bigger than the removed sternal 

manubrium and had to be trimmed during the procedure 

using a sharp knife and surgical file. Full stabilization of 

shoulder girdle and anterior chest wall was achieved. After 

hemostasis control, pectoral muscles were stitched with 

each other. The patient endured the surgery well. On the 

second day after the surgery, control chest X-ray was per-

formed; no pneumothorax or fluid in the pleural cavity was 

found. As observed on the photograph, the plates fixing the 

implant to ribs did not shift. On the next day, Redon drain 

was removed, and on the fourth day after the operation, 

the patient was discharged home in a good general condi-

tion. In a final histopathological description of resected 

change, the diagnosis of renal cancer metastasis to the 

sternum was confirmed. Clavicular margins, lower sternal 

and costal, were free of tumor cells. The skin sutures were 

removed after 10 days in dispensary. During next months of 

follow-up, the patient denied any pains related to the ster-

num, and returned to his profession as a teacher (Figure 4). 

No shoulder girdle deformity or disorder was noticed. Full 

range of motion in shoulder joint was conserved. Yet, in a 

further follow-up after 4 months, the patient was diagnosed 

with a next metastatic change, this time located in the left 

neck of the femur. The patient underwent alloplasty with 

inserting left hip prosthesis. Currently, 2 months after the 

surgery, the patient’s condition is good, and he has been 

under surveillance of the Thoracosurgical and Orthopedic 

Outpatient Clinic.

Discussion
Resection of the body or manubrium of the sternum requires 

chest wall reconstruction using a material which enables 

stabilization of the chest, ensures proper respiratory func-

tions and protects organs in its interior.3 So far, this treatment 

scheme has not been established. There are no doubts as to the 

fact that every malignant tumor, apart from chemosensitive 

primary microcellular sarcoma (Ewing sarcoma, primary 

neuroectodermal sarcoma), should be removed entirely, 

ideally with the margin of 2–5 cm of healthy tissues.4 The 

choice of chest reconstruction depends, however, on the size 

of the defect and operator preferences. Defects of ,5 cm 

diameter do not usually require rigid implant reconstruc-

tion.5 In case of resection of big sternal fragments, it is 
Figure 3 Intraoperative picture: 3D sternal implant filling the defect after tumor 
resection fixed to bone scaffolds by titanium plates.

Figure 4 Skin scar 3 months after the operation.
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recommended to substitute them with auto- or allogeneic 

material. The range of applied implants here is very wide. 

The most often used are methyl methacrylate implants3 

or titanium plates6 coated with sealed prolene mesh from 

inside and outside of the chest wall (sandwich technique), 

Marlex, polytetrafluoroethylene or Vicryl.7 In addition, the 

following are also used: Ley’s prostheses in the form of a 

titanium plate in the shape of a footprint fixed to the ribs with 

metal threads,8 sternum and rib fragments made of titanium 

in 3D technique,9,10 silicone implants made on the basis of 

a patient’s chest print before the surgery (in this case, most 

complications are observed, like recurrent serous exudate up 

to 31%),11 autografts of osseous tissue and muscle fragments6 

and allografts of the sternal fragment from deceased donors.4 

Implant should be resistant to forces acting on chest skeleton, 

plastic so as to adjust it according to the size of the sternum 

defect, translucent for X-rays7 and also made of a material 

which is not a breeding ground for bacterial flora.3 Polyethyl-

ene seems to be a good material for sternal implants because it 

is rigid and nonabsorbable, and does not react with bones, soft 

tissues or body liquids. It does not support the growth of any 

organism. It has proper rigidity, resistance and is imperme-

able for X-rays. It allows fixing to the metal plates (titanium, 

surgical steel) and bones using screws. It is however not 

recommended for joints as an endoprosthesis because it is 

prone to surface abrasion which can be harmful.

Reconstruction procedures after sternum resection 

are difficult and burdened with significant percentage of 

complications – estimated to be about 33%–46%. The most 

often observed are the complications associated with respi-

ratory disorders.11 Other known complications connected 

with sternum implants are chronic pains, chest deformations, 

local pleural thickening, necrosis of used pedicle muscle 

lobes,6 mediastinitis and loosening of the implant mounting 

resulting in instability of the chest. Sternal implant fracture 

has also been reported.12 Predictive factors of increased risk 

of complications after chest reconstruction are patient’s 

age .60 years old, size of the chest defect and simultaneous 

lung resection procedure.5

Conclusion
On the basis of the case presented here, it seems that custom-

made, printed or milled 3D sternal implants, made from 

biologically neutral synthetic materials produced in individ-

ual size using special computer programs with data from CT 

imaging, constitute interesting alternative for past methods 

of defect management after tumor resection in this location. 

High-molecular polyethylene prosthesis fulfilled all require-

ments concerning a good filling for a missing fragment of 

a bone. After operation, no complications were observed 

either. To the authors’ knowledge, the presented procedure 

was the first successful attempt of this kind of management 

of sternal defect with a 3D-milled implant in Poland and 

the second in Europe. Successive analogical procedures 

will allow for collecting materials more precisely defining 

disadvantages and advantages of such method of manage-

ment of similar changes.
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